The First Point
Glue right and left of caudal fin, pectoral fin, ventral fin, dosal fin, anal fin and adipose fin at first, and cut each fin. Then those are finished beautiful.

Note
When you glue caudal fin, don’t glue the reverse side of blank.

The Second Point
Use spatular of paper to smooth out glue and put glue into gap.

Note
Slit on the rear body, and glue it after insert adipose fin from reverse side of the body, and make the rear body.

The Third Point
Use ball-point pen for joining of the rear body. Use your finger for joining of the middle body and use a stick for joining of the head.

Note
Don’t worry about few gap when joining of the head, it rather looks real.

The Other Point
Use ball-point pen to bend the back, the belly and get fold line. Color cut end of paper with color pencil, then it isn’t really noticeable.

Note
Start assembly from caudal fin.

Tools
Prepare scissors, retractable utility knife, glue (vinyl acetate resin), ruler, ball-point pen that have run out of ink, stick and color-pencil. Besides it’s convenient to have cutting mat, precision work knife for cut a curve, etc. Paper of 110 - 160g/square meter is suitable for craft.